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AI Systems Take Center Stage in 2023
Innovation Awards
The Innovation Awards are presented to honor new or recently enhanced
technologies that bene�t tax and accounting professionals and their clients through
improved work�ow and e�ciencies, increased accessibility, enhanced collaboration,
greater accuracy, or other means.

Isaac M. O'Bannon •  Sep. 06, 2023

In just a year, the promise of arti�cial intelligence has grown from a topic of science
�ction movies into practical business applications. From the advent of �rst-to-
market generative AI systems like ChatGPT, to highly specialized, accounting-focused
systems, proponents of AI are fervent in their belief that the technologies will
dramatically improve client services, �rm management, small business accounting
and many other areas of operations.

Several AI systems were among this year’s winners of the Tax & Accounting
Technology Innovation Awards, presented annually by CPA Practice Advisor, a
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technology and practice management resource for public accounting �rms.

The Innovation Awards were
�rst presented in 2004, as a
means to honor new or
recently enhanced
technologies that bene�t tax
and accounting
professionals and their
clients through improved
work�ow and ef�ciencies,
increased accessibility,
enhanced collaboration, greater accuracy, or other means. Nominated products or
technologies must be less than two years old or have had new, signi�cant features or
enhancements during that time.

“The Tax & Accounting Technology Innovation Awards get more exciting every year
as new solutions and features are developed. Our software vendors are working non-
stop to create the tools we need to do our jobs more effectively,” said CPA Practice
Advisor Editor-in-Chief Gail Perry, CPA. “We hope you’ll take the time to examine
each of our featured products this year as you optimize your potential for achieving
success in your business.” Perry also manages a tax practice and is the author of more
than 30 books, including Mint.com for Dummies, Surviving Financial Downsizing, and
Idiot’s Guide to Introductory Accounting.

The winners of the CPA Practice Advisor Tax and Accounting Technology Innovation
Awards are selected from nominated products by an awards committee, which
includes thought leaders and professionals engaged in various practice specialties
across the accounting profession.

CPA Practice Advisor provides a variety of independent digital and print resources for
accounting professionals, including practice resources, podcasts, reviews of practice
technologies, interactive tools, and content that helps �rms achieve greater
productivity. Award winners are listed in alphabetical order.

=====

2023 Winners:
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Avalara Property Tax 
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/products/property-tax.html

Avalara Property Tax is a digital business solution for real and personal property tax
management designed to improve tax compliance with automation. Property tax is
one of the most challenging business compliance activities due to the complexities of
preparing personal property returns and the downstream implications of
assessments and tax bills for real and personal property.

All 50 U.S. states and the District of Columbia assess property taxes on real property
(land, buildings, etc.). Additionally, 38 states and the District of Columbia levy a
business personal property tax on tangible property—including supplies, equipment,
etc. Further complications arise from many jurisdictions having different forms, due
dates, terms, varying depreciation schedules, and transforming data from client
systems.

Avalara’s new web solution enables accounting professionals to ef�ciently manage
their clients’ entire property tax portfolio and compliance activities, from preparing
business personal property renditions to handling and processing assessments,
appeals, and tax bills. Pairing Avalara’s technology with its intelligent document
management for property tax vastly increases practice accuracy and ef�ciency.

Accountants and professional service �rms that manage property tax compliance for
clients require solutions that maximize the client service experience and minimize
the cost of compliance. Leveraging the automation of Avalara Property Tax,
accounting professionals can simplify all elements of managing the property tax
process and valuation to ensure clients only pay the necessary property tax while
minimizing risk and maximizing ROI.

Avalara Property Tax is scalable and con�gurable to address business requirements
while supporting large volumes of work to meet demanding workloads. Avalara
Property Tax offers future-proof SaaS �exibility for all property tax compliance
activities across real and personal property managed in one secure, central hub. And
signi�cantly, as part of the Avalara Platform, accounting �rms can use Avalara
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Property Tax to automate clients’ property tax compliance alongside other tax
compliance requirements.

====

BILL 
https://www.bill.com

BILL is the center of our customer’s day-to-day
�nancial operations as a leader in �nancial
automation software for accounting �rms and
the small and midsize businesses they support.
Businesses rely on BILL to ef�ciently control
their payables, receivables, spend and expense
management. In the past two years, BILL has
listened to customer feedback to create new features that bring greater control,
ef�ciency and pro�tability to accounting professionals. BILL has launched three new
features that help accountants provide their clients with improved cash �ow
visibility and more �exibility with payments. This included:

Invoice Financing: Invoice Financing allows customers to get paid early for
outstanding invoices. Instead of waiting 30 days to get paid, customers can �nance
customer invoices and get money in as little as 5-10 minutes. For a 3% origination fee
per invoice, they can receive advances on unpaid invoices. The process is fast and
easy, and it doesn’t affect a customer’s credit score. Invoice Financing helps
businesses have the money they need for their business to grow.

BILL balance: BILL balance is a �nancial account that can be used to hold funds and
pay bills within one business day at no additional cost. Unlike wire transfers at a
bank, customers can make these payments digitally anywhere, anytime, all while
having the additional bene�t of automatically reconciling with your existing
accounting software.

Pay by Card (PBC): BILL subscribers can pay their vendors with a debit or credit card
– even if the vendor does not accept cards. Paying a vendor by card can give your
client more time to settle the debt on their credit card account, freeing up cash. As a
bonus, customers still get to earn credit card rewards on all transactions.

Invoice Financing launched in January 2023, BILL balance launched in 2022, Pay by
Card launched in July 2022.
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====

Botkeeper Operating System by Botkeeper 
https://www.botkeeper.com/en/knowledge/botkeepers-new-operating-system

Experience more visibility into a centralized and consistent source of truth on
transaction categorizations. With out-of-the-box powerful machine learning, �rms
can now expect more visibility and interactivity with Botkeeper’s technology as it
uses historical client details in combination with algorithms trained on millions of
data points to intuitively auto-categorize clients’ transactions and directly sync
them back to the general ledger system. This will allow �rms to be prompted for
review when needed and ensure they’re equipped with information that is accurate,
accessible, and always reliable when serving their clients.

Gain deeper visibility into �rm-wide operations on client work. Firms can adopt a
sophisticated approach to project management across their clients, keeping their
bookkeeping processes working in harmony without the need for multiple third-
party integration tools. Work�ow improvements and upgraded �le structures will
ensure that customer data is always consistent and up to date, even as the �rm adds
more clients, which means �rms can scale with con�dence.

More control over user access and permissions. Our upgraded experience gives
system admins even more control of their data by making it possible to better control
permissions for selected users and teams. This change gives �rms a higher level of
assuredness that their clients’ information is only visible to the staff team members
who should be seeing it. 

Use powerful reporting – purpose built for accounting �rms: Firms need quick
answers to their clients’ or even team members’ questions, which can be tricky to
access when reporting begins and ends in spreadsheets.

Now, �rms can bring multiple widgets and reports into a single picture to help teams
focus on the metrics that matter most. See powerful business insights and even
schedule reports to be delivered via email on a recurring basis. View the Janover case
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study for BOS impact across their �rm: https://www.botkeeper.com/janover-case-
study.

====

Fieldguide AI 
https://www.�eldguide.io/

Fieldguide AI is the industry’s �rst secure and
private AI solution that helps �rms future-proof
their business. The new solution allows �rms to
securely leverage the latest AI innovations to
signi�cantly reduce the manual work associated
with engagements, so that staff members can
focus on more critical and higher margin work. With the latest Fieldguide AI
features, �rms can increase engagement quality, margins, and staff retention, while
allowing practitioners to leverage their professional expertise in more productive
ways.

Fieldguide AI provides a set of AI capabilities purpose-built for advisory �rms. It is a
practitioner-centric AI, designed to enhance and automate the services that �rms
offer to their clients. It brings the magic of AI to team members as they write test
plans, analyze evidence, and review client documents. Fieldguide AI performs
routine tasks, similar to a junior associate, in order to elevate and empower teams to
engage more frequently with clients and think critically about client risks.

====

Karbon AI 
https://karbonhq.com/feature/ai/

Karbon AI is a GPT-powered arti�cial intelligence tool embedded within the award-
winning accounting practice management software—Karbon.
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Karbon AI’s �rst iteration focuses on making accountants more ef�cient with their
email while improving the client experience they offer. Functionality includes the
ability to summarize long email conversations and internal discussions, adjust the
tone of email, assess the priority of inbox emails, and compose email drafts based on
prompts and from within work�ow tasks.

By embedding arti�cial intelligence into Karbon’s practice management system,
users can now leverage the power of GPT in the context of their own data and
work�ow without relinquishing privacy or security. They will also enjoy a
productivity boost as they spend less time sorting through long email threads or
stressing over the best way to respond to angry client emails, freeing them up for
more valuable work.

As a truly connected practice management solution, Karbon is home to more context
than any other tool in an accounting �rm’s work�ow, and it is open to vast
possibilities with AI.

And email ef�ciency is only the beginning. Karbon AI will continue to evolve and
expand what it can do with data across the collaborative work�ow to automate
more tasks, save more time, and add more value to accounting �rms and their clients.

Finalists:
Digits AI 
https://digits.com/

Digits AI combines the strengths of generative natural language interaction with
unparalleled data security and the accuracy of its proprietary �nancial modeling.
From instant report generation to automated categorization and the ability to
answer questions about a client’s books in real time, Digits AI makes the full
accounting pipeline faster and smarter. Digits AI truly represents the future of
business �nance.

–

HubSync Gateway 
https://www.hubsync.com/gateway
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HubSync Gateway levels the playing �eld for CPA �rms,
providing access to an end-to-end, customized audit and tax
digital platform.

A centralized view provides : 360 visibility, real-time updates & status reporting,
transparency, increased collaboration, and streamlined interactions . All while
offering different views for internal teams, corporate and individual clients.

–

NettTracker 
https://www.nett-tracker.com/

nettTracker takes the pain out of recording �xed assets, prepaid expenses, deferred
revenue, accruals. Creating all the journal entries you need. Hours of time saved, and
month-end made easy.

–

Once Accounting Technology 
https://www.onceaccounting.com/

Once Accounting’s client integration platform revolutionizes
accounting �rm work�ows. By offering real-time data,
simpli�ed processes, and automation, CPAs experience improved ef�ciency,
productivity, and pro�tability. Clients bene�t from proactive service, accurate
�nancial insights, and timely tax planning. Once Accounting’s innovation drives
success for professionals in the industry.

–

TaxPlanIQ 
https://www.taxplaniq.com
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TaxPlanIQ is a revolutionary way for accounting �rm owners to organize their
clients’ tax strategies quickly and easily so they can demonstrate expertise,
communicate value, and price.

====

Nominations for the 2024 Innovation Awards will open next spring.

Accounting  • Advisory  • Arti�cial Intelligence  • Auditing  • Firm Management  • Payroll  •

Sales Tax  • Small Business  • Taxes  • Technology

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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